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Abstract 

The sigma-1 receptor (!-1R) is an endoplasmic reticulum (ER) protein that modulates a 

number of ion channels. It is hypothesized that !-1Rs activated with agonist translocate 

to the plasma membrane. The !-1R potentiates N-methyl-D-aspartate Receptors 

(NMDARs), important constituents of synaptic plasticity. NMDARs are anchored in the 

plasma membrane by Postsynaptic Density Protein-95 (PSD-95). The mechanism behind 

!-1R modulation of NMDARs is not known. The results of my investigation confirm that 

!-1Rs localize extrasomatically. Following !-1R activation, !-1R localization to 

dendrites and postsynaptic densities (PSDs) is upregulated. Unpublished work from our 

lab has shown that !-1Rs associate with PSD-95 and NMDARs. Furthermore, 

immunocytochemistry (ICC) showed !-1R colocalization with PSD-95 and NMDAR 

subunits. After !-1R activation there was significantly increased colocalization between 

!-1R, PSD-95, and GluN2B. Overall, this study may have provided insight into the 

molecular mechanism behind !-1R modulation of NMDARs, which could have 

implications in the understanding of synaptic plasticity.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Preface 

 Most, if not all, ion channels are known to undergo some form of modulation to 

enhance or reduce the flow of ions across a membrane1. Ion channel modulation is an 

important component of synaptic plasticity and allows neurons to adapt to changes in 

their environment2. The sigma-1 receptor (!-1R) is a unique endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

protein that binds a wide range of ligands3, and participates in an assortment of cellular 

processes, including neuroplasticity4 and cognitive function5. Its capacity to be involved 

in a variety of cellular processes likely stems from its role in modulating an extensive 

number of voltage-gated ion channels ranging from Na+ channels6 to voltage-gated Ca2+ 

channels (VGCCs)51. !-1Rs also regulate the ligand-gated N-methyl-D-aspartate Receptor 

(NMDAR)7, a key initiator of several forms of synaptic plasticity8. Therefore 

understanding the molecular mechanism behind ! -1R modulation of ion channels could 

have implications in the understanding of synaptic modifications.  

1.2. ! -1R Discovery and Characterization 

 In 1976 Martin, et al. classified three opioid receptors based on pharmacology, one of 

which was the opioid receptor9. The !/opioid receptor was responsive to SKF-10,047 and 

blocked by administration of opioid antagonist naloxone. In 1982 the !/non-opioid 

receptor was identified, one which was not responsive to the opioid antagonist 

naloxone10. Based on ligand binding assays two subtypes were proposed: !-1 and !-2 

receptors11. While the !-1R is fairly well characterized, little is known about the !-2 

receptor. 
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 As the !-1R does not have homologous proteins in the mammalian system, it was 

difficult to characterize the receptor. A large breakthrough occurred in the field in 1996 

with the cloning of the !-1R from guinea pig liver12. Subsequently, !-1R sequences were 

cloned in the murine13, human14, and rat15 systems with greater than 80% homology to the 

original guinea pig sequence. It is now known that the !-1R is composed of 223 amino 

acids, and a molecular weight of 23 to 25kDa12-15. While the crystal structure of the !-1R 

has not been determined, it is believed to have three hydrophobic domains (at the N- and 

C-termini, and center)12, two of which are transmembrane (near N-terminus and center) 

(Figure 1)16, with the C- and N-termini localizing to the lumen of the ER16. Amino acids 

on the C-terminus and second transmembrane domain are responsible for ligand 

binding13,17,18.  

1.3. ! -1 Receptor Localization 

 ! -1Rs are ubiquitously expressed throughout the body15, including the central nervous 

system. With the use of radioligand binding assays, immunohistochemistry (IHC), and 

electron microscopy (EM) ! -1R expression has been shown in the hippocampus, cortex, 

cerebellum, hypothalamus, brainstem, and spinal cord19,20.  

 ! -1R immunoreactivity can be detected in neurons and glia, including astrocytes21, 

oligodendrocytes22, and Schwann cells23. At the subcellular level the !-1R is primarily 

detected in perikarya19. !-1Rs preferentially localize to the ER near mitochondrial 

membranes, referred to as the Mitochondrial-Associated Membranes (MAM)24. They also 

localize to nuclear envelopes, and ER globular protrusions20,21. EM studies demonstrate 

that !-1Rs localize to dendrites and postsynaptic terminals19,20. However postsynaptic 

localization of !-1Rs is still debated as the peroxidase stain is difficult to differentiate 
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from the postsynaptic density (PSD). Notably, !-1Rs have not been detected on 

presynaptic terminals19.  

1.4. ! -1 Receptor Pharmacology 

 Radioligand binding assays indicate that !-1Rs bind to an extensive number of ligands 

(Table 1). The receptor was first identified through benzomorphan affinity assays for 

opioid receptors. Unlike opioid receptors which have a preference for levorotatory 

benzomorphans, the !-1R has a preference for dextrorotatory enantiomers10. Commonly 

used benzomorphans with high affinity for the !-1R are the !-1R agonists (+)-SKF-

10,047 (SKF) and (+)-pentazocine. Many !-1R ligands are derivatives of 

benzomorphans, with similar structures (Figure 2). !-1R ligands with benzomorphan 

skeletons include, antipsychotics, SSRIs, and neurosteroids.  

 Most antipsychotics, with the exception of atypical antipsychotics, have high to 

medium binding affinities to the !-1R25-27. This includes imipramine, chlorpromazine, and 

pimozide10. Furthermore, some SSRIs have high to moderate affinity for !-1Rs28. It is not 

known if all ligands that bind !-1Rs in vitro have an effect in vivo, as they may not reach 

high enough levels in the vicinity of the !-1R ligand-binding domain to produce an 

effect. 

 !-1R ligands innate to the mammalian system have also been detected. The 

neurosteroid progesterone has the highest affinity for the !-1R, followed by testosterone, 

androsterone, and deoxycorticosterone29, which have moderate binding affinities for the 

!-1R. Pregnonolone sulfate and dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA) have weaker affinities 

for the !-1R29,30. When administered to animals, pregnenolone sulfate31, DHEA31, and 

progesterone32 induce behavioral actions related to learning and memory via the !-1R33. 
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However, it has not been confirmed which of these ligands function on the !-1R 

endogenously. 

1.5. ! -1R Function 

 !-1Rs modulate ion channels involved in processes such as regulation of resting 

membrane potentials, action potentials, and synaptic modifications. Nevertheless, 

knockout of !-1Rs is nonlethal, with mice showing no overt phenotypic differences from 

wildtype mice34. The spatial working memory was examined using spontaneous alteration 

response in a Y-maze35. While male !-1R knockout mice were not significantly different 

from wildtype, female !-1R knockout mice showed impairment in spatial memory. This 

deficit increased with age, and could be reversed by supplementing the mice with 17#-

estradiol dehydrogenase, which showed lower expression levels in !-1R knockout mice. 

This signifies an indirect action through !-1Rs. No change was observed in contextual 

long-term memory which was analyzed using the step-through avoidance response35. 

Using place-learning ability in the water-maze, female !-1R knockout mice were shown 

to have impaired spatial long-term memory, which was also recovered to wildtype levels 

through administration of 17#-estradiol dehydrogenase. Male !-1R knockout mice 

showed increased response to anxiety, shown through their decreased time spent in the 

center of an open-field, increased latency to enter the dark compartment during passive 

avoidance testing, and decreased time spent in the open arms of the elevated plus-maze35.  

Acute knockdown of !-1Rs causes inhibition of oligodendrocyte differentiation21, 

decreases cancer cell proliferation36, and decreases formation of dendritic spines in 

hippocampal neurons37.  
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 The ! -1R regulates a number of neurotransmitter systems. This includes the 

glutamatergic38,39, dopaminergic40, serotonergic41, norepinephrine42, and cholinergic 

systems43. Its ability to regulate so many different neurotransmitter systems stems from 

the receptor’s role in modulating a wide range of ion channels postsynaptically (Figure 

3), and neurotransmitter release presynaptically. The !-1R regulates voltage-gated ion 

channels, which include K+ channels16,44-47, Na+ channels6,48, and VGCCs51,52,49,50. !-1Rs 

also modulate the ligand-gated inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptors (IP3Rs)5119,36 and 

NMDARs7.  

 ! -1Rs modulate ion channels and presynaptic release through two mechanisms. The 

first is through cell signaling pathways involving G-proteins39,44,48,52,53. The second is 

through direct interactions with ion channels16,24,50. It is hypothesized that ! -1Rs 

translocate from the ER to the plasma membrane where the interaction between ! -1Rs 

and ion channels might occur, although this still needs to be established. It is important to 

note that !-1R ligands show no pharmacological function via the ! -1R unless there is 

simultaneous activation of the ion channel that !-1R is to modulate. For example, in 

experiments performed to potentiate NMDARs, postsynaptic currents need to be evoked 

in conjunction with !-1R agonist in order to achieve potentiation of NMDARs. Despite 

the modulatory nature of !-1Rs, immunocytochemistry (ICC) shows that the receptor 

translocates from the cytoplasm towards the plasma membrane after application of 

agonist (+)-pentazocine54. 

1.5.1. Presynaptic Actions of !-1R 

 !-1Rs are able to up-regulate presynaptic release in several neurotransmitter systems. 

!-1R agonists potentiate acetylcholine release in the frontal cortex and hippocampus55. 
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They also modulate NMDAR-dependent release of norepinephrine in hippocampal slices, 

which occurs through a G-protein mechanism with !-1R agonists potentiating release of 

norepinephrine52. In cultured hippocampal neurons !-1R agonist pregnenolone sulfate 

increases spontaneous presynaptic glutamate release through !-1Rs and G-proteins39.  

 The !-1R is also involved in inhibition of neurotransmitter release. In rat striatal slices 

!-1R inhibits NMDAR-dependent dopamine release through a PKC-dependent 

pathway56. Furthermore, administration of !-1R agonist results in inhibition of 

presynaptic glutamate release in the cortex38. This is dependent on PKC activation and 

entry of Ca2+ through VGCCs38. Lastly, !-1R activation in inhibitory neurons of the 

hippocampus results in inhibition of GABA release through a G-protein mechanism53, 

possibly contributing to modulating background excitability and allowing long-term 

potentiation57.  

1.5.2. !-1R Modulation of Ion Channels: IP3Rs  

 IP3Rs reside on the ER and allow for Ca2+ diffusion from intracellular stores51. They 

are inhibited under basal conditions through a direct association with the cytoskeletal 

protein ankyrin19,36. Su et al.24 has shown that in its dormant state, the !-1R resides in the 

ER bound to binding immunoglobulin protein (BiP). !-1R activation by ER stress leads 

to its dissociation from BiP and formation of a complex with IP3Rs via the !-1R C-

terminus at the MAM (Figure 3)19,36. The formation of a complex between !-1Rs and 

IP3Rs results in stabilization of the active IP3R at the ER membrane, and subsequent 

increased ion flow through IP3Rs19.  
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1.5.3. !-1R Modulation of Ion Channels: K+ Channels 

 K+ channels are crucial in shaping action potentials and resting membrane potentials 

through diffusion of K+ out of the cell along the electrochemical gradient58. As a result, 

their inhibition yields decreased neuron excitability45. Electrophysiology experiments 

have demonstrated that !-1Rs negatively modulate a variety of K+ channel subtypes 

through G-protein dependent and independent methods (Figure 3)16,44-47. In cultured 

melanotrope cells !-1R agonists decrease the transient A-type K+ current through G-

protein signal transduction44. Whereas delayed outward rectifying K+ channels45, Ca2+-

dependent K+ (SK) channels46, and A-type K+ channels16 in oocytes are all blocked by !-

1R activation through a G-protein independent mechanism. This suggests a direct 

coupling between !-1Rs and some K+ channel subtypes47. Further supporting this are co-

immunoprecipitation (co-IP) assays that show !-1Rs form a complex with the A-type K+ 

channel in rat tissue. Therefore it is hypothesized that !-1Rs act as auxiliary subunits to 

voltage-gated K+ channels16,46,47. It is not known which part of the !-1R sequence binds 

K+ channels16. 

1.5.4. !-1R Modulation of Ion Channels: Na+ Channels 

 Na+ channels allow for the diffusion of Na+ into the cell along a neuron’s chemical 

gradient, which is associated with the rising phase of an action potential58. !-1R inhibition 

of Na+ channels results in decreased action potential initiation and amplitude6. In cortical 

slices, !-1R agonists inhibit persistent Na+ currents, which play a role in setting the 

membrane potential48. This effect is reversed with G protein inhibitors and PKC 

inhibitors48. Therefore the modulation of persistent Na+ currents occurs through a G 

protein and PKC dependent mechanism.  
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1.5.5. !-1R Modulation of Ion Channels: VGCCs  

 VGCCs are plasma membrane ion channels that permit diffusion of extracellular 

Ca2+into the cell, a requirement for presynaptic release of vesicles, electrical activity (i.e. 

Ca2+ spikes), and cell signaling mechanisms59,60. In dissociated neuron cultures !-1R 

ligands block all VGCC subtypes: N-, L, P/Q, and R-type61,62. Tchedre, et al. show that in 

retinal ganglion cells the activated !-1R forms a complex with L-type Ca2+channels50. 

However, no effect is seen on Ca2+ influx through VGCCs in vivo when !-1R ligands are 

administered to wildtype and !-1R knockout mice49.  

1.5.6. !-1R Modulation of Ion Channels: NMDARs  

 The NMDAR is the only ligand-gated plasma membrane channel regulated by the !-

1R7. NMDARs are glutamate-gated ion channels that allow for diffusion of Na+, K+, and 

Ca2+ across the plasma membrane63. They consist of four subunits, including two 

obligatory GluN1 subunits63, and two GluN2(A-D)64 or GluN3(A-B) 61 subunits. As 

NMDARs permit Ca2+ diffusion into neurons, postsynaptically they play a central role in 

cellular signaling and promoting the modification of synapses8,65. Synaptic modifications 

that can be triggered by NMDARs include Long-Term Depression and Long-Term 

Potentiation (LTP), which are molecular determinants of learning and memory66.  

 !-1Rs potentiate NMDARs through application of !-1R specific agonists7.  This 

potentiation can occur through either a modification of gating properties, or an increase in 

trafficking or retention in the plasma membrane. The molecular mechanism behind !-1R 

modulation of NMDARs has not been determined, however it must occur through either a 

signaling mechanism or a direct interaction. Martina, et al proposed that it might occur 

through an SK-mediated method67. In this case the inhibition of SK channels shunts 
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NMDAR responses67, as SK channels are known to inhibit NMDAR currents68. 

Conversely, if !-1R modulates NMDARs through a direct interaction, the two proteins 

might form a complex, possibly requiring an intermediary protein. Possible candidates 

for NMDAR plasma membrane retention are membrane-associated guanylate kinases, 

such as Postsynaptic Density Protein 95 (PSD-95) or Postsynaptic Density Protein 93 

(PSD-93), which are known to maintain NMDARs within the plasma membrane of the 

PSD and dendrites69,70. In vitro systems suggest that the relationship between NMDARs 

and PSD-95 is important for synaptic function69,71. 

 !-1R ligands are believed to have a behavioral effect in animals through modulation of 

NDMARs, as animal models of amnesia treated with !-1R ligand show improved 

learning and memory, a common phenotype associated with NMDAR function5,72. 

Furthermore, chronic administration of DHEA in rats facilitates the induction of LTP in 

synapses through an NMDAR-dependent mechanism4. 

!"#$%&'()*#+,-%./01(1#

Based on the information provided thus far in the literature I made three hypotheses. The 

first is that based on the state of current literature I expected to find !-1R localization to 

cell bodies, dendrites, and PSDs in the absence of !-1R activation in pyramidal neurons 

of the hippocampus and dissociated neuron cultures. Secondly, activation of !-1Rs would 

lead to increased localization of !-1Rs in dendrites and PSDs. Lastly, activation of !-1Rs 

would result in increased colocalization between !-1Rs, NMDARs, and PSD-95 in 

dendrites and PSDs. 
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 My first aim was to perform an in depth study of !-1R localization to dendrites and 

synaptic terminals in hippocampal slices and dissociated cortical cultures. The 

hippocampus was selected as !-1R expression19 and !-1R potentiation of NMDARs7 

have been previously demonstrated. !-1R localization was predominantly assessed at 

dendrites and synaptic terminals, as the main interest of this study was to gain an 

understanding of the molecular mechanisms behind !-1R ion channel modulation.  

 My second aim was to show that !-1Rs translocate to dendrites and PSDs after 

activation with an agonist. It has not previously been shown which compartment the !-1R 

translocates to after activation in neurons. Therefore colocalization studies with dendritic 

and synaptic terminal markers were performed after treatment with !-1R agonist SKF. 

Based on previous findings I did not expect presynaptic localization of !-1Rs19. 

 To assess if !-1Rs might potentiate NMDARs through a direct mechanism, my third 

aim was to assess colocalization between !-1Rs and NMDARs before and after !-1R 

activation. Unpublished work from our lab suggested a link between the !-1R, NMDAR, 

and PSD-95. Therefore I expected to see an increase in colocalization of !-1Rs with 

PSD-95 and NMDAR subunits after !-1R activation with SKF. This is the first study in 

which the mechanism and location of interaction between ! -1Rs and NMDARs has been 

investigated.  

 This study will assist in understanding the mechanism behind !-1R modulation of ion 

channels by determining if !-1R activation results in its upregulation in dendrites and 

PSDs, where NMDARs localize. It is rare for a single protein to be involved in the 

modulation of so many different systems. In order to gain a better understanding of the 
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molecular mechanisms underlying synaptic modifications, it is important to learn the 

mechanism behind !-1R modulation of NMDARs, a protein implicated in the initiation 

of synaptic plasticity. 
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4. Materials and Methods 

4.1 Ethics Approval 

 Male Sprague Dawley rats were housed in a temperature and humidity controlled 

environment, with 12 hour light/dark cycles. Animals had constant access to food and 

water.  Anesthesia and surgical protocols were performed in accordance with approved 

University of Ottawa Animal Care and Use Protocols. !

4.2. Banker Cultures 

4.2.1. Astrocyte Isolation  

Astrocytes were isolated according to the protocol by Kaech and Banker73, with minor 

modifications. Three P1 rats were sacrificed and the brains removed into ice-cold choline 

cutting solution (119mM choline chloride, 2.5mM KCl, 4.3mM MgSO4-7H2O, 1mM 

CaCl2, 1mM NaH2PO4-H2O, 1.3mM ascorbic acid, 11mM glucose, NaHCO3, 1mM 

Kynurenic Acid). In a laminar flow hood with the use of a dissecting microscope the 

cerebral hemispheres were dissected out and meninges removed. Cerebral hemispheres 

were transferred to a drop of choline cutting solution and cut into small pieces with 

scissors. The tissue was transferred into choline-cutting solution containing 0.6mg/mL 

papain and 0.1% DNase I. Tissue was incubated at 37°C for 10 minutes with occasional 

swirling. It was then passed through a 10mL pipette 10-15 times, followed by another 

incubation for 10 minutes at 37°C. Tissue was pipetted up and down a 5mL pipette 10-15 

times until most chunks disappeared. The cell suspension was passed through a cell 

strainer to remove residual chunks and collected in glial media. Cells were centrifuged at 

400g for five minutes. The cell pellet was resuspended in glial media and cells were 
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plated at 7.5x105 cells per 75cm2 flask in glial media. The next day culture media was 

changed with a brief rinse and addition of fresh glial media. From then on the cultures 

have a media change every three days, progenitors and microglia were dislodged by 

hitting the flask before media changes. At the time of experiment Banker cultures were 

predominantly composed of astroglia (~90%), with a small proportion of 

oligodendrocytes (~10%). 

4.2.2. Preparation for Neuronal Isolation 

 One week before plating neurons for banker cultures, astroglia were harvested, 

resuspended in glial media, and plated in 12-well plates at a density of 105 cells per dish. 

One or two days before neuron isolation, glial media in 12-well plates was replaced with 

neuronal maintenance medium for conditioning. The day before plating neurons wax 

dots, prepared by melting paraffin, were applied to coverslips followed by 2mg/mL poly-

lysine in borate buffer and coverslips were placed in a 37°C incubator overnight. The 

morning of plating the poly-lysine was thoroughly washed off and neuronal plating media 

was applied.  

4.2.3. Neuron Isolation 

 A pregnant dam was sacrificed and the uterus dissected out. In a laminar flow hood 

the fetuses were removed, brains dissected out, and placed in ice-cold choline cutting 

solution. With a dissecting microscope meninges were removed from the cerebral 

hemispheres and the cortex dissected out. All cortices were placed in choline cutting 

solution containing 0.9mg/mL papain. Tissue was incubated at 37°C for 15 minutes. 

Papain solution was substituted with choline cutting solution and the brains were 

incubated for five minutes at room temperature. This was done twice to remove all 
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papain, and the final volume was brought to 2-3mL. Hippocampi were dissociated by 

repeatedly pipetting up and down with a Pasteur pipette beginning with 5-10 passes 

through a regular pipette, followed by two successively smaller pipettes. Neurons were 

plate at a density of 1x105 cells/cm2 for Banker cultures, 4x105 cells/cm2 for low-density 

cultures, and 1.2x106 cells/cm2 for high-density cultures used for transfections. After 3-4 

hours the coverslips with paraffin feet (Banker Cultures only) were flipped upside down 

in glial dishes so paraffin feet were resting on the bottom of the dish, and the cultures 

were fed once per week by removing one-third of the media and replacing with fresh 

neuronal maintenance media.  

4.2.4. Lipofectamine Transfection of Neuron Cultures and Live Imaging 

Lipofectamine (Invitrogen) was used to transfect neuronal cultures as per manufactured 

instructions (Invitrogen). Neuronal cultures were transfected with a C-terminus YFP-

tagged !-1R in a pEYFP-N1 vector (gift from Dr. Tsung Ping Su) and mCherry-C1. 3$L 

Lipofectamine per well was added to DMEM, and in a separate Eppendorf tube a total of 

1$g DNA per well (0.7$g !-1R-YFP and 0.3$g mCherry) was added to DMEM. After 

five minutes, the two tubes were mixed together, and incubated for 15 minutes. 900uL of 

preheated neuronal incubation media (1X MEM, 1X glutamax, 20mM HEPES, 1mM Na+ 

pyruvate, 35mM glucose) was added to each well of a 12-well plate. 100uL of 

lipofectamine solution to each coverslip-containing well drop-wise. Coverslips were 

incubated in CO2-free conditions at 37°C for one hour, and placed in to the 37°C 

incubator with 5% CO2 for 24-36 hours before imaging.  
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4.2.5. HEK Cell Maintenance and Transfection 

Human Embryonic Kidney (HEK) cells were kept in a 37°C incubator in maintenance 

media (MEM, 1X glutamax, 1X penicillin-streptomycin, 10% fetal bovine serum), and 

harvested twice per week once the confluency reached ~80-90%. Transfections were 

performed with TransIT Transfection Reagent (Mirus) following manufacturer 

instructions. HEK cells were transfected with PSD-95 in an eGFP-N1 vector. TransIT 

was added to MEM (Invitrogen) in an Eppendorf tube. 1$g DNA was added to MEM in a 

separate Eppendorf tube. After five minutes, the two tubes were mixed together, and 

incubated for 20 minutes. 100uL of TransIT-DNA solution was added to each well of a 

12-well plate dropwise. Coverslips were incubated at 37°C for two hours, and media was 

replaced with fresh HEK cell media with AP5.  

4.3. Immunofluorescence 

4.3.1. Fixation and Slice Preparation 

 Previous in vivo studies performed in the lab showed an association between !-1Rs 

and NMDARs (Figure 13) after a 90-minute treatment with SKF. For animals treated 

with !-1R agonist, Male Sprague Dawley rats were given an injection of 1mg/kg SKF 

(Tocris) in Phosphate Buffer Saline (PBS) intraperitoneally 90 minutes prior to fixation. 

Rats were given an overdose of pentobarbital (150mg/kg) via intraperitoneal injection. 

An intracardiac perfusion was performed through the left ventricle beginning with 60mL 

of heparin (10U/mL, pH 7.4) in PBS and followed by 60mL of paraformaldehyde (PFA) 

(4%, pH 7.4) in 1X PBS given over approximately five minutes. The forebrain and 

hindbrain were discarded, and the remainder of the brain post-fixed in the same solution 

for 24 hours. Successive sucrose incubations were performed from 10% to 30% over a 
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three-four day period. Brains were frozen in -35°C Celsius isopentane, embedded in 

Shandon Cryomatrix (Thermo Scientific), and stored in the -80°C Celsius freezer until 

cutting of 10$m sections at -30°C using a cryostat (Leica).  

4.3.2. IHC 

 Slices were postfixed for five minutes in PFA (4%, Sigma) in 1X PBS, and the 

remaining PFA was quenched with ammonium chloride (NH4Cl) (50mM, pH 7.4, Sigma) 

in 1X PBS for 30 minutes. Antigen retrieval was performed for five minutes with Sodium 

Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) (0.2% SDS, BioShop) in 1X PBS. Blocking was carried out in 

PBS with fish skin gelatin  and Triton X-100 (0.25% fish skin gelatin (Sigma) and 0.2% 

Triton X-100 (Sigma) in 1X PBS, pH7.4) for 45 minutes. This was followed by 

incubation in primary antibodies (Table 1) in bovine serum albumin (BSA) (1%, Sigma) 

in 1X PBS overnight at 4°C. Sections were washed three times with PBSGT for five 

minutes each, and incubated in secondary antibodies for two hours. A final three-five 

minute washes were carried out with PBSGT, and slides were mounted with Vectashield 

(Vector Labs) for immunofluorescence.  

4.3.3. ICC – Neuron Cultures 

 For cultures that were treated with agonist, 1$M SKF was maintained in the media for 

15-45 minutes. For controls, 100$M of !-1R antagonist  BD-1047 was added to the cell 

media 2-3 hours prior to a 30-minute incubation with SKF. Cells, at 14 days in vitro 

(DIV), were fixed with PFA (4%) in 1X PBS for 10 minutes. Excess PFA was quenched 

with 50mM NH4Cl, followed by a postfixation with ice-cold methanol (Sigma) at -20°C 

for five minutes. Coverslips were then permeabilized with Triton X-100 (0.2%) in 1X 

PBS for ten minutes, blocked with fish skin gelatin (0.25%) in 1X PBS, and incubated 
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overnight in primary antibody at 4°C (Table 2). Coverslips were rinsed with 0.01% 

Triton X-100 (0.01% in 1X PBS) three times for five minutes, followed by incubation in 

secondary antibody for two hours, and a final three-five minute rinses in PBST. 

Coverslips were mounted on glass slides with Vectashield. 

4.3.4 ICC – HEK Cells 

Cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 20 minutes, and remaining PFA was quenched with 

50mM NH4Cl for 30 minutes. Cells were blocked and permeabilized in PBSGT, followed 

by an overnight incubation in primary antibody in PBSGT at 4°C. Three washes of five-

minutes each were performed, with PBSGT. Secondary antibody was incubated for 2 

hours, followed by another set of three-five minute washes. Coverslips were mounted on 

glass slides with Vectashield. 

4.3.5. Imaging 

 Images were acquired with an Olympus confocal microscope system using the 

following laser wavelengths: 488nm, 559nm, and 635nm. To avoid crosstalk the multi-

track configuration was used. The following filters were used to collect emission from 

CY3, Alexa-647, and FITC: BA575-620, BA655-755, and BA505-540.  

 High power images in the hippocampus were acquired by centering in the middle of 

the CA1 at or directly below (<50$m) the cell bodies depending on the cell marker being 

imaged. For images that were used in colocalization analysis, cell bodies were outside the 

field of view (<20$m). For dissociated neuron cultures, images used in colocalization 

analysis were taken in the apical proximal dendrites directly adjacent to the cell body. All 

images used for colocalization analysis were taken with a Kalman averaging of 3, a 

saturation of less than 1%, and z-stacks with sections of ~1$m frequency.  
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 For live imaging, coverslips with 17-18 DIV neuron cultures were placed in baths 

containing HEPES buffer (150mM NaCl, 3mM KCl, 1.3mM MgCl2, 2mM CaCl2, 10mM 

HEPES, 10mM Glucose, 1.3mM Ascorbic Acid). 

4.3.6. Image Analysis 

 Analysis was performed with ImageJ2 software and Excel. Low magnification images 

were assembled using the stitching plugin “Stitch Directory with Images (unknown 

configuration)”74. All object-based colocalization analysis was performed with Excel as 

described below. Intensity Correlation Analysis (ICA) was also performed with Excel 

with a modification to the original Li method75. Costes thresholding in ImageJ2’s JaCoP76 

was used to limit background and noise signals77. Averages were taken for colocalization 

findings and standard error of the mean (SEM) calculated. Statistical significance was 

measured to assess the difference in !-1R colocalization with markers at different time 

points using an unpaired two-tailed T-test. 

 We employed an object-based quantification method76 as a measure of colocalization 

(Figure 4A). The colocalization was assessed by measuring the number of overlapping 

pixels in a channel normalized to the sum of pixels in all channels. For an assessment of 

!-1R localization to cytoplasm, an ROI was drawn around the lighter section of NeuN 

stain (Figure 5B).  

 ICA was used to analyze the change in colocalization between !-1R, NMDAR, and 

PSD-95 in the absence and presence of SKF treatment. ICA measures the synchrony in 

pixel intensity variations between two channels by producing a value, Intensity 

Correlation Quotient (ICQ), between -0.5 and 0.575 (Figure 4B). The ICQ suggests if the 
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colocalized pixel intensities are varying in synchrony, aka dependent (~ 0.5), varying 

asynchronously, aka independently (~ -0.5), or varying randomly (~0).  

 As this method was limited to analyzing colocalization between two channels at a 

time, rather than the three required for analysis of !-1R colocalization with NMDARs 

and PSD-95, a modification was made to account for all three proteins simultaneously 

(Figure 4C). Initially, the relationship between !-1R and PSD-95 was measured. For all 

!-1R pixels that showed a dependent relationship relative to PSD-95, a comparison was 

made to the NMDAR channel.  
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5. Results 

5.1. !-1R Localization 

 To analyze !-1R subcellular localization in detail !-1Rs were costained with various 

cellular markers. The nuclear marker Neuronal Nuclei (NeuN) shows intense stain in the 

nucleus and weak stain in cytoplasm78.  It was used to assess localization to perikarya 

within the hippocampus. The Glial Fibrillary Acidic Protein (GFAP) was used to identify 

astrocytic localization of !-1R79. The dendritic marker Microtubule-Associated Protein 2 

(MAP-2) was used for dendritic localization of !-1Rs80. Lastly, for synaptic terminal 

localization postsynaptic protein PSD-9581, and presynaptic marker synaptophysin82 were 

utilized.  

 At low magnification the overall distribution of hippocampal NeuN stain showed a 

sideways “U”-shape with an inverted “V”-shaped dentate gyrus (Figure 5A)83. NeuN 

displayed strong nuclear and weak cytoplasmic stain (Figure 5B), with a stain-free 

circular region in the nucleus likely corresponding with high chromatin density78 (Figure 

5B). GFAP showed characteristic star-shaped cell bodies (Figure 5C), and hippocampi 

showed well-defined dendritic stain when labeled with MAP-2 (Figure 5D). PSD-95 and 

synaptophysin displayed a punctate stain as would be expected for proteins localized to 

synaptic terminals (Figure 8J,M)84,85.  

 Controls were prepared by excluding primary antibodies (Figure 6). Blank results 

were obtained for all antibodies with the exception of donkey anti-rabbit (DARb) Alexa-

647 in neuron cultures (Figure 6C). The Alexa-647 antibody localized exclusively to the 

nucleus in the absence of primary antibody, where colocalization studies were not 

performed.  
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 The !-1R localizes throughout the entire hippocampus (Figure 7), with the highest 

intensity of !-1R stain in the stratum moleculare, followed by moderate stain in cell 

bodies. Little stain is detected within the CA4. At the subcellular level, !-1Rs colocalized 

with cytoplasmic NeuN (Figure 8A). Little colocalization was detected between !-1Rs 

and GFAP (Figure 8D). !-1Rs localized to dendrites (Figure 8G), PSDs (Figure 8J), 

and presynaptic terminals (Figure 8M).  

5.2. !-1R Translocation with Agonist Treatment 

 Unpublished data from our lab has shown that rats given a 90-minute treatment of !-

1R agonist SKF have increased levels of NMDAR subunits and PSD-95 in synaptosome 

isolates (Figure 9). It is therefore possible that !-1R forms an association with NMDARs 

at this time point. To assess if !-1Rs do in fact translocate to dendrites and PSDs where 

PSD-95 and NMDARs localize, colocalization between !-1Rs and cellular markers was 

measured after a 90-minute treatment with SKF.  

 While there was an increase in localization to dendrites and presynaptic terminals, 

overall a statistically significant difference was not detected in !-1R localization within 

the various cell compartments. !-1R colocalization with NeuN did not change in rats 

treated with SKF (untreated samples (C)=12.8%±1.8%, treated with SKF (Figure 8B,C). 

Also, !-1R colocalization with GFAP did not change after treatment with SKF (Figure 

8E,F). !-1R colocalization with MAP-2 (Figure 8H,I) and synaptophysin (Figure 8N,O) 

increased with SKF treatment, however these increases were not statistically significant. 

Lastly, there was a statistically insignificant decrease in !-1R colocalization with PSD-95 

(Figure 8K,L). 
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5.3. Localization of !-1Rs in Dissociated Cultures 

 The main concern with localization studies in slices is the high density of neurons and 

the resulting difficulty in isolating adjacent cellular compartments. This is especially true 

in dendritic arborizations where there is little separation between dendrites, and pre- and 

postsynaptic terminals which might result in them being incompletely differentiated due 

to resolution limits. Therefore !-1R localization was also investigated in cortical-

dissociated cultures using low density and Banker culturing methods73. !-1R 

colocalization was measured at proximal apical dendrites, within 20$m of the cell body. 

Due to the nonspecific staining (Figure 6C) obtained with the secondary antibody used 

against !-1R in dissociated neuron cultures, localization of !-1R to the cell body was not 

assessed. 

 Consistent with results found using IHC, !-1R colocalized with dendritic marker 

MAP-2 in dissociated cultures (Figure 10B). Interestingly, !-1R clusters aggregate 

around dendritic branch points (Figure 10B), and this point is further emphasized in 

high-density dissociated neuron cultures transfected with !-1R-YFP. When !-1R-YFP 

was overexpressed in hippocampal cultures, !-1R puncta could be detected at most 

branch points in the dendritic arbor (Figure 10C-D).  Further costaining of !-1Rs with 

synaptophysin and PSD-95 showed that !-1Rs also localized to presynaptic terminals 

(Figure 11J,L), and PSDs (Figure 11B,D).  

5.4. Translocation of !-1Rs in Dissociated Cultures  

 SKF treatment in dissociated cultures resulted in significant increases in !-1R 

localization to dendrites and PSDs. As the time required for !-1R activation after direct 

application to the cells was not known, a time-course was performed with 15-minute time 
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points up to 45 minutes. The results observed were quite different from those obtained 

with IHC (Figure 11). There was significantly increased colocalization of !-1Rs with 

PSD-95 after 15 (p<0.05) and 30 minutes (p<0.01) relative to untreated cultures (Figure 

11D). Interestingly, 45 minutes after !-1R agonist treatment colocalization between !-

1Rs and PSD-95 decreased back to untreated levels. This is a significant drop from !-1R 

localization at PSDs at 30 minutes (p<0.01). Controls were performed by pretreating 

dissociated neuron cultures with 100$M of !-1R antagonist BD-1047 for two hours prior 

to incubation with SKF for 30 minutes. The control for !-1R colocalization with PSD-95 

showed levels similar to untreated cultures. 

 A significant increase was detected for !-1R localization to dendrites after SKF 

treatment (Figure 11F-H). Colocalization of !-1R with MAP-2 increased significantly 

30 minutes after SKF treatment (p<0.05) relative to untreated cells (Figure 11H). 

Compared to the untreated samples, colocalization between !-1R and MAP-2 did not 

change much after 15-minutes of SKF treatment. After 45 minutes the dendritic 

localization decreased relative to the 30-minute time-point, however it was statistically 

insignificant. The control pretreated with BD-1047 showed similar levels to the untreated 

cultures. 

 !-1R localization to presynaptic terminals increased after SKF treatment, however 

cell-to-cell variation was too large to produce statistical significance in this case (Figure 

11I-K). There was no significant change in colocalization of !-1R and synaptophysin 

after 15 minutes of SKF treatment (p>0.05) compared to untreated cells (Figure 11L). 30 

minutes after SKF treatment there was an increase in !-1R colocalization with 

synaptophysin, however it was a statistically insignificant increase (p>0.05). 45 minutes 
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after SKF treatment the levels were similar to those of untreated cultures (p>0.05). The 

control pretreated with BD-1047 showed levels similar to untreated control cells 

(p>0.05).  

 These data suggest that !-1R localizes somatically and extrasomatically in 

hippocampal slices when it is in its inactive state. With SKF treatment, IHC did not show 

a significant change in !-1R at any subcellular compartment, although there was a 

mentionable increase in localization to dendrites and presynaptic terminals and decrease 

in !-1R localization to PSDs. ICC also showed that !-1R localizes to extrasynaptic 

regions. Also, there was a significant increase in !-1R localization to dendrites after 30 

minutes and PSDs after 15 minutes of treatment with SKF. Interestingly !-1R 

colocalization with PSD-95, MAP-2, and synaptophysin decreases back to untreated 

levels after 45 minutes. The dendritic and PSD localization of !-1R signifies that it 

localizes to the same subcellular compartments as NMDARs and PSD-95. Is it possible 

that !-1R colocalization with NMDARs also increases after SKF treatment? 

5.5. NMDAR Modulation by !-1Rs 

 As previously mentioned, !-1Rs were shown to modulate NMDARs (Figure 12)14. 

However, the mode of action for !-1R modulation of NMDARs has not yet been 

determined. It has been questioned whether !-1R modulation of NMDARs occurs 

through a direct interaction, or through a signaling method. Interestingly, work carried 

out by Mohan Pabba, a PhD candidate from our lab, has shown that the !-1R forms a 

direct interaction with NMDARs and PSD-95 with and without activation (Figure 13). It 

is worth noting that more !-1R protein can be co-IPed with GluN1, GluN2B, and PSD-95 
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after activation with SKF (Figure 13A-B). The reverse co-Ips have also been performed, 

and display the same results (Figure 13C).  

 In this study the relationship between !-1Rs, NMDARs, and PSD-95 was assessed 

with ICA, in conjunction to percentage-based colocalization, to determine if the 

interaction might occur in neuronal projections. To test the modified ICA method, a HEK 

cell transfected with PSD-95-enhanced green fluorescent protein (eGFP), and co-labeled 

with PSD-95 antibody was assessed using the triple ICA technique I developed (Figure 

14). As this image has two channels, the eGFP channel was used twice, as channel 1 and 

3 (Figure 4C). The ICQ was found to be 0.26, and the percentage colocalization 53% 

(Figure 14B). This demonstrates dependent colocalization between the PSD-95 tagged 

eGFP and antibody, and indicates that the modified ICA method is functional. 

 !-1R colocalization with PSD-95 and NMDARs was not measured in slices, as a good 

IHC antibody could not be found for GluN2A and GluN2B. Therefore these experiments 

were performed exclusively in dissociated neuron cultures. The 30-minute time point was 

selected for SKF treatment as it demonstrated the highest degree of colocalization for !-

1Rs and PSD-95.  

 Corresponding with co-IP data (Figure 13), !-1Rs were found to colocalize with 

GluN2A and PSD-95 with and without SKF treatment (Figure 15B-E). There was no 

significant change in !-1R colocalization with GluN2A and PSD-95 (Figure 15D-E).  

 !-1Rs were also found to colocalize with PSD-95 and GluN2B with and without SKF 

treatment in cultures (Figure 15G-J). After a 30-minute treatment with SKF there was a 

statistically significant increase in !-1R colocalization with GluN2B and PSD-95 that 

could be detected with the percentage-based method (p<0.01) of colocalization (Figure 
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15I). ICA detected the same level of dependent colocalization between !-1Rs, GluN2B, 

and PSD-95 with and without SKF treatment (Figure 15D,I).  

 In summary, !-1Rs colocalize with PSD-95 and GluN2A/2B with and without 

activation. However, after !-1R activation there is a significant increase in colocalization 

with GluN2B and PSD-95.  
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6. Discussion 

 This study has demonstrated three main points corresponding with my initial 

hypotheses and aims. First, !-1Rs localize extrasomatically without agonist treatment. 

Second, !-1R localization increases in dendrites and PSDs in dissociated neuron cultures 

after treatment with agonist. Third, !-1Rs colocalize with PSD-95 and NMDAR subunits 

GluN2A and GluN2B under untreated and SKF treated conditions in vitro. There is 

increased colocalization of !-1R, PSD-95, and GluN2B upon treatment with !-1R 

agonist.  

6.1. !-1R Localization 

 At the structural level, the distribution of !-1Rs in the hippocampus (Figure 7) is 

similar to previous findings obtained with immunoperoxidase stain19. Notably, Alonso, et 

al. detected stronger localization of !-1R to perikarya of dentate gyrus granule cells than 

we show here. As our antibody binds to the !-1R C-terminus, which localizes to the ER 

lumen, it was not possible to obtain staining identical to that of the Alonso, et al. study 

without strong antigen retrieval. As our primary interest for this study was !-1R 

localization in dendrites and colocalization with other antibodies, many of which were 

sensitive to strong antigen retrieval steps, this was not performed. 

 Here, we report for the first time detection of !-1R subcellular localization in neurons 

through detection with immunofluorescence staining of IHC technique. Previous studies 

used radioligand binding and immunoperoxidase staining to identify !-1R localization. 

The disadvantage to radioligand binding is that it does not allow for accurate protein 

localization studies, while disadvantages to immunoperoxidase localization include 

obscurement of the object being labeled, decreased accuracy in comparing protein 
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localization, and the presence of endogenous peroxidases. Furthermore, neither technique 

allows for colocalization analysis, limiting the ability for subcellular localization of !-

1Rs. Another concern with present !-1R localization studies is the lack of agreement in 

the field resulting from inconsistencies in localization findings19,20. These discrepancies 

could stem from use of different model systems, protocols, or from problems with 

antibody specificity.  

 Based on previous immunofluorescence studies performed in heterologous systems it 

was expected that ! -1Rs would localize to perikarya. Also, as ! -1R modulates ion 

channels that reside in dendrites and PSDs it was expected that a subpopulation of ! -1Rs 

would also reside in dendrites and PSDs in close proximity to the ion channels it 

modulates. With the use of IHC in rat hippocampal slices and ICC in dissociated neuron 

cultures I demonstrated that !-1Rs localize to dendrites and PSDs in untreated conditions 

(Figure 8G-L, 11A-F). Only male rats were used for slice preparations in order to avoid 

possible effects from endogenous pregnenolone sufate31 or progesterone32 in female rats. 

Localization of !-1R to presynaptic terminals was minimal in untreated conditions, and 

might be attributable to noise (Figure 8M-O, 11I-K). This is consistent with previous 

findings that noted an absence of !-1Rs presynaptically19. 

 Interestingly, in dissociated cultures an accumulation of !-1Rs was detected at 

dendritic branch points (Figure 10B), which has not been reported previously. This might 

correspond with the presence of complex ER networks at branch points, which confine 

mobility of membrane proteins86. These segments of increased ER complexity have been 

shown to preferentially express proteins involved in ER entry and exit within dendrites. 
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This restriction might have implications in the translocation of !-1Rs to PSDs and 

extrasynaptic regions where it interacts with the ion channels it modulates. 

6.2. Colocalization Analysis 

 Two methods of colocalization analysis were used in this study. The first is object-

based colocalization, which assesses the degree of overlap between two channels. Object-

based colocalization is ideal when quantifying colocalization for proteins that do not have 

a relationship87. It was therefore the only method of quantification used when analyzing 

!-1R colocalization with cellular markers. The predominant disadvantage to this method 

is the inability to compare !-1R localization between different cellular markers, as each 

cellular compartment can occupy a different volumes.  

 The second method used for colocalization analysis was a modified ICA, which 

allowed for analysis of colocalization between three channels simultaneously. The 

advantage to this technique is its ability to assess if colocalization obtained between 

proteins is random or dependent. It is ideal when studying interacting proteins87, as they 

are expected to aggregate together in comparable amounts; therefore an assumption is 

made that the pixel intensity values can be used as an overall estimate of variation in 

quantity75. Also, as normalization is carried out relative to the number of pixels, this 

technique allows for comparison across different samples, and a discrete assessment of 

the relationship between multiple proteins. Notably, this is the first study to optimize ICA 

for detection of colocalization between three proteins. Effective quantification methods 

were not previously available for triple colocalization studies. For this reason and due to 

the inability of ICA to measure if colocalization is increasing or decreasing, percentage-
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based colocalization was also performed when looking at colocalization between !-1Rs, 

NMDAR subunits, and PSD-95.  

6.3. ! -1R Activation in Slices 

 While previous studies have assessed ! -1R translocation after agonist treatment, all of 

these studies were performed in heterologous systems, which have limited similarities 

with neurons. Nonetheless, several studies have shown that ! -1Rs translocate towards 

the plasma membrane. Evidence for plasma membrane localization at this point is 

unconvincing, as both findings did not perform costaining, making it difficult to conclude 

if ! -1Rs are truly localizing at the plasma membrane54,88. Interestingly, Hayashi, et al. 

demonstrated that in NG-108 cells transfected with ! -1R-YFP, ! -1Rs move towards the 

tail of NG-108 cells. This suggests that the receptor might move towards dendrites in 

neurons88.  

 Based on these findings for ! -1R translocation as well as its role in ion channel 

modulation, ! -1R up-regulation was expected in dendrites and PSDs after treatment with 

SKF. While our IHC data shows an increase in ! -1R localization to dendrites and 

presynaptic terminals, there was no statistical significance in the changes that were 

observed for ! -1R colocalization with MAP-2, PSD-95, and synaptophysin. The lack of 

change may have resulted selection of a time-point for SKF treatment that did not 

coincide with ! -1R translocation.  

6.4. ! -1R Activation in Dissociated Cultures 

 Results obtained with dissociated neuron cultures showed ! -1R translocation to 

dendrites and PSDs after SKF activation. ! -1R proteins levels increased significantly in 
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PSDs after 15 minutes, and in dendrites after 30 minutes. Interestingly, there was a down-

regulation of ! -1R localization with PSD-95 and MAP-2 45-minutes after initiation of 

SKF treatment. As the measured half-life for ! -1Rs is 72 hours89, it is unlikely that the 

decrease in ! -1R levels is due to protein degradation. It is more likely that ! -1Rs are 

translocated out of the dendrites and PSDs, demonstrating the highly mobile nature of ! -

1Rs. 

 While the colocalization of ! -1Rs with synaptophysin 30-minutes after SKF treatment 

displays large error bars, there is still a possibility that ! -1R translocates into presynaptic 

terminals after activation. In the future this will need to be investigated further by 

increasing sample sizes, and performing EM. !-1R localization at presynaptic terminals 

after activation would not be surprising, as !-1Rs display a variety of functions 

presynaptically38,39,52,53,55-57. The finding that ! -1R colocalization with PSD-95 increases 

after activation leads us to inquire if the activation of ! -1Rs would result in its 

colocalization with NMDARs. This is the first investigation of molecular mechanism 

behind ! -1R modulation of postsynaptic NMDARs.  

6.5. ! -1R and NMDARs 

 It has been known for decades that !-1Rs modulate NMDARs7, however the 

molecular mechanism behind this relationship has not been established. While Martina, et 

al suggested that !-1R potentiates NMDAR responses through SK-channel inhibition67, 

without current-clamp electrophysiology recordings it is difficult to state with certainty 

that the inhibition of SK channels and the potentiation of NMDARs are interdependent 

events. Furthermore, co-IPs performed by Mohan Pabba, a PhD candidate from our lab, 

show that !-1Rs, NMDARs, and PSD-95 form a complex. It should be taken into account 
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that while in vitro studies show a relationship between NMDARs and PSD-9569,71, PSD-

95 knockout animals do not display any changes in NMDAR surface expression90. It is 

possible that endogenously PSD-95 is only recruited as a scaffolding protein for 

NMDARs under certain circumstances, as PSD-95 knockout mice were only assessed at 

basal conditions, in which the !-1R knockout mice also show no significant phenotype. I 

embarked on validating the association between !-1Rs, NMDARs, and PSD-95 and 

identifying the site of this interaction with the use of immunofluorescence. I established 

that !-1Rs colocalize dependently with NMDAR subunits and PSD-95 with SKF 

activation of !-1Rs. I also found that !-1Rs colocalize with PSD-95 and NMDAR 

subunits in the absence of !-1R agonist. Based on previous findings that the !-1R resides 

in the ER bound to BiP in its inactive state24, this suggests that a subpopulation of !-1Rs 

is active under basal conditions.  

 For !-1R colocalization with GluN2A and PSD-95, the percentage of colocalization 

did not change (Figure 15E) although ICA showed a significant increase in dependent 

colocalization (Figure 15D). This suggests that although the three proteins reside in close 

proximity without !-1R activation, !-1R activation is required for them to dependently 

colocalize. Based on these findings it is more likely that !-1R forms a complex with 

GluN2A and PSD-95 after activation with SKF. For !-1R colocalization with PSD-95 

and GluN2B there was a significant increase in the percentage of pixels that colocalized 

between the three proteins after ! -1R activation (Figure 15J). However the ICQs for !-

1R colocalization with PSD-95 and GluN2B did not change after treatment (Figure 15I). 

The consistency of ICQ values suggests that overall the colocalization obtained with and 

without treatment is dependent. Based on the significant increase in percentage-based 
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colocalization and the high ICQ associated with it, there seems to be an increase in 

association between !-1Rs, GluN2B subunits, and PSD-95. It should be noted that the 

ability of ICA to measure complex formation is used here in conjunction with the co-IP 

findings (Figure 13), as ICA alone is not an effective measurement for complex 

formation91.  

6.6. Potential Implications of !-1R Interaction with NMDARs 

Learning the mechanism for ! -1R modulation of NMDARs has implications in 

improving the understanding of synaptic modifications. Also, it may help understand the 

neurological disorders that ! -1Rs have been linked to. Some of the disorders that ! -1Rs 

and/or NMDARs are linked to have been described below. As these are complex 

neurological diseases, which might have multiple pathways disrupted, the link between 

!-1Rs and NMDARs is not the only solution to these disorders.  

6.6.1. Amnesia and Alzheimer’s Disease 

Both cholinergic and glutamatergic systems are affected during aging, and have 

implications in amnesia92. In fact, a functional cooperation between cholinergic and 

glutamatergic systems might underlie the mechanism of learning and memory93. In 

amnesia models that function by the antagonism of NMDARs, administration of specific 

!-1R agonist SA4503 resulted in improvement of the deficit in working and long-term 

memory94. However, !-1R agonists have also been shown to have an effect on 

cholinergic neurotransmission95. It is therefore unknown if !-1R agonists improve 

memory through the potentiation of NMDARs and cholinergic systems in a distinct 

mechanism, or if NMDAR-potentiation of cholinergic system underlies this effect. 

Alzheimer’s disease is also characterized by cognitive and memory decline96. Genetic 
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polymorphisms of !-1Rs have been shown to play a role in the severity of Alzheimer’s 

disease97. The !-1R agonist donezepil was shown to have neuroprotective effects98, and it 

has been suggested that pre-administration of this drug could be used in the future to 

prevent Alzheimer’s disease97. Analysis of postmortem human brains demonstrates a 

decrease in levels of !-1Rs in the hippocampus of individuals with Alzheimer’s disease99. 

6.6.2. Depression 

Depression is characterized by a change in monoamine levels and NMDAR function100. 

The level of NMDAR subunit expression is decreased in depressed patients101, and long-

term use of NMDAR antagonists leads to symptoms of depression and anxiety102. 

Olfactory bulbectomized rats were used as a model of depression, as they display a 

dysfunctional glutamatergic system, on top of decreased monoamine levels103. When 

administered a !-1R agonist, these rats show decreased symptoms of depression, 

increased levels of NMDAR subunit GluN1, and improved cognitive symptoms104. As 

NMDAR antagonist MK-801 abolishes the improvements achieved with !-1R agonist, it 

can be concluded that !-1R potentiation of NMDARs plays an important role in 

improving depressive and cognitive symptoms104. 

6.6.3. Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) 

ALS is characterized by a loss of motor neurons in the brain and spinal cord leading to 

muscle weakness and death from respiratory failure105. It was recently detected that a 

mutation in the !-1R results in weaker cell resistance to apoptosis induced by ER stress, 

impacting ALS patients106. This corresponds with the motor deficiencies seen in !-1R 

knockout mice20.  
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6.7. Future Directions 

 The results for this study show for the first time that !-1R levels are up-regulated in 

dendrites and PSDs after activation. As this occurs in a relatively short time period, it 

might be assumed that !-1Rs translocate from the cell body. In the future, live imaging 

could help confirm this.  

 This is also the first time that !-1R colocalization was measured relative to NMDARs. 

The fact that there is an increase in colocalization of !-1R with NMDAR subunits and 

PSD-95 after !-1R activation suggests that !-1R translocation is an important aspect in 

!-1R potentiation of NMDARs. However, many more questions still remain with regards 

to the mechanism behind !-1R modulation of NMDARs. First, based on the 

immunofluorescence alone it cannot be concluded that a direct interaction occurs. 

Furthermore, it is not known if PSD-95 is essential in the interaction between NMDARs 

and !-1Rs. Another question that remains is if NMDARs are potentiated through up-

regulation at the plasma membrane or through gating mechanisms. Whether or not 

translocation of ! -1R to dendrites and PSDs is important to voltage-gated ion channels 

should also be investigated in future studies.   
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7. Conclusion 

This study has demonstrated that ! -1Rs localize to dendrites and PSDs. Furthermore I 

have shown that ! -1R localization at PSDs and dendrites increases after activation. 

Lastly, colocalization was detected between the !-1R, NMDAR, and PSD-95 with and 

without ! -1R activation. This supports the presence of a direct interaction between !-

1Rs and NMDARs in the modulation of the glutamate-gated ion channel. This may 

suggest a possible mechanism behind !-1R regulation of voltage-gated ion channels. 
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Compound Subtype 
Selectivity 

Ki or KD for 
!-1R Site 

Function on !-1R 
Site 

Benzomorphans       
(+)-Pentazocine !-1 +++ Agonist 
(–)-Pentazocine !-1/!-2 ++ Agonist 
(+)-SKF-10,047 !-1 +++ Agonist 
Antipsychotics       
Chlorpromazine !-1/!-2 ++  Unknown 
Haloperidol !-1/!-2 +++ Antagonist 
Nemonapride !-1/!-2? +++ Unknown 
Antidepressants       
Clorgyline !-1 +++ Agonist? 
Fluoxetine !-1 + Agonist 
Fluvoxamine !-1 +++ Agonist 
Imipramine !-1  ++ Agonist 
Sertraline !-1  ++ Agonist 
Antitussives       
Dextromethorphan !--1 ++ Agonist 
Putative Endogenous Ligands (Neurosteroids) 
DHEAS !-1  + Agonist 
Pregnenolone sulfate !-1 + Agonist 
Progesterone !-1 + Antagonist 
Anticonvulsants       
Phenytoin (DPH) !-1  Not applicable Allosteric Modulator 
Ropizine !-1  Not applicable Allosteric modulator 
Other ! drugs       
BD 737 !-1/!2  +++ Agonist 
BD 1008 !-1/!2  +++ Antagonist 
BD 1047 !-1  +++ Antagonist 
BD 1063 !-1  +++ Antagonist 
DTG !-1/!2  +++ Unknown 
Eliprodil !-1/!2  ++ Unknown 
JO-1784 (Igmesine) !-1 +++ Agonist 
Metaphit !-1/!2 ++ Antagonist  
NE-100 !-1 +++ Antagonist 
(+)-3-PPP !-1/!2 ++ Agonist 
PRE 084 !-1 +++ Agonist 
Rimcazole !-1/!2 + Antagonist 
SA4503 !-1  +++ Agonist 
SR 31742A Unknown +++ Unknown 
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Table 1. Common !-1R ligands. The most common ligands utilized for the !-1R, with 
the specificity for the !-1 versus !-2 receptor, level of affinity for the !-1R, and function 
on the !-1R. The affinities: + refers to an affinity of less than 10$M, ++ refers to less 
than 500nM, and +++ refers to less than 50nm. This table is a modification of one shown 
by Cobos, et al107.  
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Antibody Species Concentration Company 
Primary Antibodies 
GFAP Chicken 1:2500* EnCor Biotech 
NeuN Mouse 1:300*; 1:600** Millipore 
GluN1 Mouse 1:1000*; 1:8000** Synaptic Systems 
GluN2A Mouse 1:1000** LifeSpan 
GluN2B Mouse 1:1000** LifeSpan 
PSD-95 Goat 1:250*, 1:500** Abcam 

MAP-2 Chicken 1:5000*; 
1:20000** EnCor Biotech 

!-1R (by Su) Rabbit 1:500* Gift from Dr. Su 
!-1R Rabbit 1:200*** Abcam 
Synaptophysin Mouse 1:2000*; 1:5000* Sigma 
Secondary Antibodies 

Alexa-647 Donkey Anti-
Rabbit (DARb) 1:200*** Jackson Immunoresearch 

CY5 Donkey Anti-
Mouse (DAM) 1:200*** Jackson Immunoresearch 

CY3 Goat Anti-Chicken 
(GACk) 1:200*** Jackson Immunoresearch 

FITC Donkey Anti-Goat 
(DAG) 1:100*, 1:200** JacksonImmunoresearch 

 

N+R>)!-"!0"12!34!562"738"91!:198#!;57<9!"6=<:891!2>9!1?9="91!562"738"91!@9A9!A5"198!
"6B! =3C?56D! ?:A=>5198! 4A3CB! 568! =36=962A52"36! :198#! E! "68"=5291! 5! =36=962A52"36!
:198!"6!1<"=91B!@>"<9!EE!"68"=5291!5!=36=962A52"36!:198!"6!>"??3=5C?5<!=:<2:A91B!EEE!"1!
:198!@>96!5!=36=962A52"36!"1!3?2"C5<!43A both slices and cultures. 
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Figure 1. The proposed structure of the !-1R. The !-1R consists of 223 amino acids, two 
transmembrane domains, and three hydrophobic domains. The N- and C-termini localize 
to the ER lumen, and in oocytes were shown to enter the plasma membrane with the N- 
and C-termini facing the cytosol. The ligand-binding sites, which are contained within the 
C-terminus and second hydrophobic domain sites are indicated with arrows. This image 
was acquired from a paper by Hayashi and Su24.  
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Figure 2. Benzomorphan structure. (A) The benzomorphan skeleton is a common feature 
among the !-1R ligands. (B) It is also the base for many !-1R ligands that were 
synthetically developed, such as SKF. Some common !-1R ligands include SSRIs (C) 
fluoxetine, clorgyline, and sertraline; antipsychotics (D) chlorpromazine and haloperidol; 
and neurosteroids (E) pregnenolone sulfate, DHEA, and progesterone.  
[Online] URL: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benzomorphan; 
http://www.evi.com/q/facts_about__alazocine_2; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluoxetine; 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chlorpromazine; http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pregnenolone
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of ion channels modulated by the !-1R. The !-1R has been shown to inhibit voltage-gated ion 
channels and potentiate ligand-gated ion channels. !-1Rs modulate the following voltage-gated ion channels: Na+ channels, A-type K+ 
channels, SK channels, and delayed outward rectifying K+ channels. While it is known that !-1Rs modulate the ligand-gated IP3Rs 
through a direct interaction, it is not known how NMDARs are modulated by the !-1R. Dotted arrows represent ion channels that are 
potentiated, and a solid line with blunt end indicates ion channels inhibited by the !-1R. Information for this figure was acquired from 
the following references: 16,19, 45-49, 51. 
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Figure 4. Schematic of object-based and ICA quantification for colocalization analysis. (A) Channel (Ch) 1 (green) and 2 (red) are 
represented as pixels. Overlapped pixels (yellow) are measured as a percentage of total pixels in Ch1 and Ch2. (B) ICA utilizing two 
channels requires knowledge of pixel intensity values and channel averages. Positive PDMs (dependent colocalization) are represented 
with yellow pixels and negative PDMs (independent colocalization) with purple. An ICQ is calculated based on the above formula, 
which is an indication of the overall dependence or randomness in colocalization. (C) ICA utilizing three channels was performed by 
first calculating PDMs with Ch1 and Ch2. A modified Ch1 is created where only pixels that dependently colocalize (PDM>0) with 
Ch2 are included. The modified Ch1 and Ch3 are then analyzed in the same manner as regular ICA (B). 
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Figure 5. Characterization of neurons and glia in the hippocampus. Hippocampal slices 
were immunofluorescently stained with NeuN to label cell bodies at a (A) low (70x) and 
(B) high magnification (2520x). Immunofluorescent labeling was also performed for (C) 
GFAP (2520x), and (D) MAP-2 (441x). “N” signifies the nucleus, “C” the cytoplasm, 
arrowhead points towards the unstained region in the nucleus. 
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Figure 6. Controls omitting primary antibody. (A) Hippocampal slices 
immunofluorescently labeled with secondary antibodies Donkey Anti-Rabbit (DARb) 
Alexa-647 (A647), Donkey Anti-Mouse (DAM) CY3, Donkey Anti-Chicken (DACk) 
CY3, and Donkey Anti-Goat (DAG) FITC. (B) Dissociated neurons labeled in the 
absence of primary antibody with DACk CY3, DAMs CY3, and DAG FITC. (C) 
Dissociated neuron cultures co-labeled with DARb Alexa-647 (green) secondary 
antibody and MAP-2 (red), with the merged image shown.  
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Figure 7. !-1Rs predominantly localize to cell bodies and the stratum moleculare in the 
hippocampus. !-1Rs (green) were co-stained with NeuN (red) in hippocampal slices. An 
asterisk indicates where high magnification images were taken for colocalization 
analysis.  
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Figure 8. !-1R localization in hippocampal slices does not change after activation with 
SKF. High magnification (2520x) images of hippocampal slices from 90-minute (min) 
SKF treated and untreated male rats were immunofluorescently labeled with !-1Rs 
(green) and various cellular markers (red). !-1Rs and NeuN were co-labeled in the 
absence (A) and presence (B) of !-1R activation. (C) Quantitative colocalization analysis 
was plotted. !-1Rs and GFAP were co-labeled without (D) and with (E) activation of !-
1Rs. (F) Quantitative colocalization analysis was plotted. !-1Rs and MAP-2 were co-
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labeled without (G) and with (H) activation of !-1Rs. (I) Quantitative colocalization 
analysis was plotted. !-1Rs and PSD-95 were co-labeled without (J) and with (K) 
activation of !-1Rs. (L) Quantitative colocalization analysis was plotted. !-1Rs and 
synaptophysin were co-labeled without (M) and with (N) activation of !-1Rs. (O) 
Quantitative colocalization analysis was plotted. Arrowheads depict colocalized pixels. 
Numbers plotted in columns indicate the number of cells assessed in at least two animals. 
Values are averages ± SEM. 
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Figure 9. NMDAR and PSD-95 levels increase in hippocampal synaptosomal fractions 
after SKF treatment. (A) Rats were treated with SKF for 90 minutes, and Western Blots 
performed on synaptosomal membranes isolated from the hippocampus. (C) Relative 
intensity quantification of the bands was plotted. (B) Controls were performed by 
pretreating rats with BD-1047 for 2 days prior to SKF treatment. (D) Relative intensity 
quantification was plotted.                      
Figure of unpublished results obtained from Mohan Pabba. 
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Figure 10. !-1Rs localize extrasomatically, with an apparent preference towards 
dendritic branch points. !-1Rs (green) were immunofluorescently colabelled with MAP-2 
(red) in banker cultures as shown with low (441x) and high (2520x) magnification 
images. High density dissociated neuron cultures were transfected with !-1R-YFP 
(green) and mCherry (red), and depicted with low (400x) and high (2400x) magnification 
images. Arrowheads represent localization of !-1Rs at branch points, and arrows 
represent colocalization of !-1R with MAP-2. 
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Figure 11. In dissociated neuron cultures !-1R localization at dendrites and PSDs increases after treatment with SKF. Dissociated 
neuron cultures were labeled with !-1R (green) and extrasomatic cellular markers (red) (A) PSD-95, (E) MAP-2, and (I) 
synaptophysin. Controls (Ctrls) were performed with BD-1047 pretreatment for two hours, followed by 30-min SKF treatment. High 
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magnification (2520x) images were taken for colocalization analysis. !-1Rs were co-labeled with PSD-95 in the absence (B) and 
presence (C) of SKF treatment. (D) Quantification of colocalization was plotted for the various time points at which the experiment 
was performed. !-1Rs were co-labeled with MAP-2 in the absence (F) and presence (G) of SKF treatment. (H) Quantification of 
colocalization was plotted for the various time points at which the experiment was performed. !-1Rs were co-labeled with PSD-95 in 
the absence (J) and presence (K) of SKF treatment. (L) Quantification of colocalization was plotted for the various time points at 
which the experiment was performed. Arrowheads point out colocalization between !-1Rs and cellular markers. Numbers plotted in 
columns indicated the number of cells assessed in at least 3 experiments. Values are averages ± SEM. 
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Figure 12. NMDAR firing frequency is potentiated by the !-1R. Rats were mounted in a 
stereotaxic apparatus. NMDAR and "-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic 
acid receptor (AMPAR) agonists quisqualate (QUIS) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) 
were applied microiontophoretically before and after intravenous injection with !-1R 
agonist DHEA in the CA3. The firing frequency was measured using extracellular unitary 
recordings. As a control animals were injected with !-1R antagonist  haloperidol. This 
image was acquired from a paper by Bergeron et al30. 
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Figure 13. !-1Rs form a complex with NMDARs and PSD-95. Rats were treated with 
1mg/kg SKF for 90 mins through an intraperitoneal injection. Control animals were given 
saline injections. Co-IPs were performed with rat hippocampi by Mohan Pabba, a PhD 
candidate from Richard Bergeron’s lab. (A) NMDARs and (B) PSD-95 were pulled down 
through a !-1R co-IP. (C) A reverse co-IP with NMDARs and PSD-95 showed pull-
down of !-1Rs.  
Figure of unpublished results obtained from Mohan Pabba. 
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Figure 14. PSD-95-eGFP co-labelling with PSD-95 antibody was used as a positive 
control for ICA. (A) HEK cells transfected with PSD-95-eGFP were 
immunofluorescently colabelled with PSD-95 antibody (red) (B) Triple colocalization 
was calculated with the percentage-based and ICA methods by using the PSD-95-eGFP 
channel twice. 
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Figure 15. There is increased colocalization between !-1R, GluN2B, and PSD-95 after SKF activation, and increased dependent 
association between !-1R, GluN2A, and PSD-95. Dissociated neuron cultures were costained with !-1R, PSD-95, and NMDAR 
subunits (A) GluN2A or (F) GluN2B (630x). High magnification images were taken for colocalization analysis (2520x). 
Colocalization was assessed between !-1R, GluN2A, and PSD-95 (B) without and (C) with SKF. Colocalization was quantified with 
percentage-based colocalization (D) and ICA (E). Colocalization was assessed for !-1R, GluN2B, and PSD-95 (G) without and (H) 
with SKF. Colocalization was quantified with percentage-based colocalization (I) and ICA (J). Arrowheads indicate colocalization 
between !-1Rs, PSD-95, and NMDAR subunits. Numbers plotted in columns indicated sample size. Values are averages ± SEM. 
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215.*,%,<5!#!*+,+-.+&/,!<:$;@?=!C$:::D.!

@#! %3N*9238,!X.!\.&(3&$%9!0&HO9*+&;2&4(H()&2!613N4(+M!O&)b&&+!8(MH*!9&6&N)198!
*+2!Ze!67*++&48!(+!9*)!+&3917LN1N7L8(*4!)&9H(+*48!9&g3(9&8!+&()7&9!J;
N91)&(+!+19!UKX.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&215.*,%,<5!#&)+-.+",!"E#;"<:!CE???D.!

@B! T7&+M,!R.!i.&(3&$%9!V&3918)&91(2!2&7L291&N(*+2918)&91+&!834N7*)&!(+7(O()8!
N&98(8)&+)!812(3H!6399&+)8!(+!9*)!H&2(*4!N9&591+)*4!619)&G!'(*!*6)('*)(1+!15!
8(MH*;$!9&6&N)198.!BF2('*>("3$%&"(#',%,<5!&!(,!$EB;$<=,!
21(>$?.$?$=AW.&GN+&3914.E??#.$?.??@!CE??BD.!

@:! J1+c*4&c,!%.!J.,!I*+67&c;a&9+*+2&c,!T.,!T1O18,!^.!\.,!/*&L&+8,!\.!0.!Q!2&4!X1c1,!
^.!I(MH*;$!9&6&N)198!21!+1)!9&M34*)&!6*46(3H!(+543G!)7913M7!'14)*M&;
2&N&+2&+)!6*46(3H!67*++&48!(+!H138&!O9*(+!8L+*N)181H&8.!B#',2($"&A,#'"$%&
,-&21$'>$/,%,<5!)**,!$?E;$?=,!21(>$?.$?$=AW.&WN7*9.E?$$.$E.?E:!CE?$ED.!

"?! K67&29&,!Z.!K.&(3&$%9!I(MH*;$!9&6&N)19!9&M34*)(1+!15!'14)*M&;M*)&2!6*46(3H!
67*++&48!(+'14'&8!*!2(9&6)!(+)&9*6)(1+.!@")(.3*<$3*)(&,2131$%>,%,<5&M&)*.#$%&
./*("/(!'%,!@::<;"??E,!21(>$?.$$=#A(1'8.?B;$B=#!CE??BD.!

"$! a&99(8,!T.!S.,!P3M*+(9,!].!%.,!I3N*))*N1+&,!I.!Q!I+L2&9,!I.!P.!X39(5(&2!(+18()14!
$,@,";)9(8N718N7*)&!9&6&N)19!H&2(*)&8!6*46(3H!543G!(+!9&61+8)()3)&2!4(N(2!
'&8(64&8.!?$3#'(!"'&,!B#;B:,!21(>$?.$?<BA<@E?B#*?!C$:B:D.!

"E! 01++&),!a.!X.,!0*7&,!Y.,!]1O&4,!X.!Q!/*34(&3,!^.!^.!V&3918)&91(28,!'(*!8(MH*!
9&6&N)198,!H1234*)&!)7&!_<P`+19&N(+&N79(+&!9&4&*8&!&'1[&2!OL!V;H&)7L4;S;
*8N*9)*)&!(+!)7&!9*)!7(NN16*HN38.!0',/((8*"<.&,-&31(&?$3*,"$%&!/$8(>5&,-&
6/*("/(.&,-&31(&G"*3(8&63$3(.&,-&!>('*/$!%&,!<##@;<##B!C$::"D.!

"<! 0)67&24(87'(4(,!R.!Q!Z*N39,!\.!U!N9&8L+*N)(6!*6)(1+!15!)7&!+&3918)&91(2!
N9&M+&+141+&!8345*)&!1+!JU/U&9M(6!8L+*N)(6!)9*+8H(88(1+.!I,%(/#%$'&
21$'>$/,%,<5!)',!B"#;B=@,!21(>$?.$$E@AH14.=@.@.B"#!CE??<D.!



! =$!

"@! 019(+;I393+,!0.!X.,!T144(+,!K.,!S&+*'();I*3O(&,!0.,!/*34(&3,!^.!^.!Q!01++&),!a.!X.!
-+)9*6&4434*9!8(MH*$!9&6&N)19!H1234*)&8!N718N714(N*8&!T!*+2!N91)&(+![(+*8&!
T!*6)('()(&8!(+!)7&!O9*(+8)&H.!0',/((8*"<.&,-&31(&?$3*,"$%&!/$8(>5&,-&6/*("/(.&
,-&31(&G"*3(8&63$3(.&,-&!>('*/$!%),!B$:=;B$::!C$:::D.!

""! Z1O*L*87(,!K.,!0*)83+1,!Z.,!V*[*)*,!Z.!Q!0()*,!I.!^+7*+6&H&+)!15!*6&)L46714(+&!
9&4&*8&!OL!IU@"?<,!*!+1'&4!8(MH*!$!9&6&N)19!*M1+(8),!(+!)7&!9*)!O9*(+.!D1(&
E,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5&$"8&(F2('*>("3$%&31('$2(#3*/.!&*%,!$?=;$$<!C$::=D.!

"=! V3b*L7(2,!I.!\.!Q!F&94(+M,!%.!%.!I)&91(28!H1234*)&!V;H&)7L4;S;*8N*9)*)&;
8)(H34*)&2!_<P`!21N*H(+&!9&4&*8&!591H!9*)!8)9(*)3H!'(*!8(MH*!9&6&N)198.!D1(&
E,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5&$"8&(F2('*>("3$%&31('$2(#3*/.!"(),!:<@;:@?,!
21(>$?.$$E@AWN&).$?<.?"E<E@!CE??<D.!

"#! R7&+M,!X.!V&391*6)('&!8)&91(2!9&M34*)(1+!15!+&391)9*+8H())&9!9&4&*8&!(+!)7&!
TVI>!*6)(1+,!H&67*+(8H!*+2!N188(O4&!8(M+(5(6*+6&.!0',<'(..&*"&"(#',H*,%,<5!
$%,!$<@;$"E,!21(>$?.$?$=AW.N+&391O(1.E??:.?#.??$!CE??:D.!

"B! P12M[(+,!U.!%.!Q!P3G4&L,!U.!a.!U!g3*+)()*)('&!2&869(N)(1+!15!H&HO9*+&!6399&+)!
*+2!()8!*NN4(6*)(1+!)1!61+236)(1+!*+2!&G6()*)(1+!(+!+&9'&.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&
215.*,%,<5!!!*,!"??;"@@!C$:"ED.!

":! %4(+*8,!].!Q!d*91H,!d.!X91N&9)(&8!*+2!2(8)9(O3)(1+!15!(1+(6!61+236)*+6&8!
M&+&9*)(+M!&4&6)919&8N1+8('&+&88!15!H*HH*4(*+!(+5&9(19!14('*9L!+&391+&8!(+!
'()91.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&215.*,%,<5!"!#,!"=:;"B@!C$:B$D.!

=?! T4*N7*H,!S.!^.!T*46(3H!8(M+*4(+M.!=(%%!!"!,!$?@#;$?"B,!
21(>$?.$?$=AW.6&44.E??#.$$.?EB!CE??#D.!

=$! Z4&))&,!Z.!%.,!S&T18)&9,!0.!U.,!019&)1+,!\.!^.!Q!K19)&44*,!a.!T.!]14&!15!6*46(3H!(+!
8(MH*;H&2(*)&2!+&391N91)&6)(1+!(+!9*)!N9(H*9L!619)(6*4!+&391+8.!:'$*"&
'(.($'/1!*(',!<$;@$!C$::"D.!

=E! R7*+M,!P.!Q!T3&'*8,!\.!I(MH*!9&6&N)198!(+7(O()!7(M7;'14)*M&;*6)('*)&2!6*46(3H!
67*++&48!(+!9*)!8LHN*)7&)(6!*+2!N*9*8LHN*)7&)(6!+&391+8.!E,#'"$%&,-&
"(#',215.*,%,<5!$*,!EB=#;EB#:!CE??ED.!

=<! 0*L&9,!0.!%.,!F&8)O911[,!J.!%.!Q!J3)79(&,!X.!/.!Y14)*M&;2&N&+2&+)!O416[!OL!
0MEe!15!V0SU!9&8N1+8&8!(+!8N(+*4!6192!+&391+&8.!?$3#'(!"(%,!E=$;E=<!
C$:B@D.!

=@! -87((,!K.&(3&$%9!014&634*9!67*9*6)&9(c*)(1+!15!)7&!5*H(4L!15!)7&!V;H&)7L4;S;
*8N*9)*)&!9&6&N)19!83O3+()8.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&H*,%,<*/$%&/1(>*.3'5!&)$,!EB<=;
EB@<!C$::<D.!

="! T144(+M9(2M&,!J.!%.,!Z&74,!I.!\.!Q!06%&++*+,!P.!^G6()*)19L!*H(+1!*6(28!(+!
8L+*N)(6!)9*+8H(88(1+!(+!)7&!I67*55&9!6144*)&9*4;61HH(8839*4!N*)7b*L!15!)7&!
9*)!7(NN16*HN38.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&215.*,%,<5!""',!<<;@=!C$:B<D.!

==! F7()416[,!\.!].,!P&L+&+,!U.!\.,!I734&9,!0.!J.!Q!/&*9,!0.!a.!%&*9+(+M!(+236&8!41+M;
)&9H!N1)&+)(*)(1+!(+!)7&!7(NN16*HN38.!6/*("/(!"!",!$?:<;$?:#,!
21(>$?.$$E=A86(&+6&.$$EB$<@!CE??=D.!

=#! 0*9)(+*,!0.,!K3961))&,!0.!^.,!P*4H*+,!I.!Q!/&9M&91+,!].!K7&!8(MH*;$!9&6&N)19!
H1234*)&8!V0SU!9&6&N)19!8L+*N)(6!)9*+8H(88(1+!*+2!N4*8)(6()L!'(*!IZ!
67*++&48!(+!9*)!7(NN16*HN38.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&215.*,%,<5!#*$,!$@<;$"#,!
21(>$?.$$$<AWN7L8(14.E??=.$$=$#B!CE??#D.!



! =E!

=B! VM1;U+7,!K.!\.&(3&$%9!IZ!67*++&48!*+2!V0SU!9&6&N)198!519H!*!T*Ee;H&2(*)&2!
5&&2O*6[!411N!(+!2&+29()(6!8N(+&8.!?$3#'(&"(#',./*("/(!$,!=@E;=@:,!
21(>$?.$?<BA++$@@:!CE??"D.!

=:! Z(H,!^.,!T71,!Z.!h.,!]1)7867(42,!U.!Q!I7&+M,!0.!P&)&91H34)(H&9(c*)(1+!*+2!
V0SU!9&6&N)19;6438)&9(+M!*6)('()L!15!T7*N8L+;$$?,!*!H&HO&9!15!)7&!XIS;:"!
5*H(4L!15!N91)&(+8.!?(#',"!!*,!$?<;$$<!C$::=D.!

#?! T3(,!P.&(3&$%9!XSR!N91)&(+!(+)&9*6)(1+8!3+2&94L(+M!V0SU!9&6&N)19;H&2(*)&2!
&G6()1)1G(6()L!*+2!+&391N91)&6)(1+!OL!XIS;:"!(+7(O()198.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&
"(#',./*("/(&J&31(&,--*/*$%&A,#'"$%&,-&31(&6,/*(35&-,'&?(#',./*("/(!&*,!::?$;
::$",!21(>$?.$"E<A\V^f]hIT-.$@=@;?#.E??#!CE??#D.!

#$! %(+,!d.,!I[&O&92(8,!Y.!U.,!a9*+6&861+(,!U.,!/&++&)),!0.!Y.!Q!R3[(+,!].!I.!
X18)8L+*N)(6!2&+8()L!N91)&(+;:"!9&M34*)&8!V0SU!67*++&4!M*)(+M!*+2!8395*6&!
&GN9&88(1+.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&"(#',./*("/(&J&31(&,--*/*$%&A,#'"$%&,-&31(&6,/*(35&-,'&
?(#',./*("/(!&',!$?$<B;$?$@B,!21(>$?.$"E<A\V^f]hIT-.<$":;?@.E??@!
CE??@D.!

#E! Z()*(67(,!Z.&(3&$%9!^GN9&88(1+!15!)7&!N39N19)&2!8(MH*C$D!C8(MH*C$DD!9&6&N)19!(+!
)7&!H*HH*4(*+!O9*(+!*+2!()8!N188(O4&!9&4&'*+6&!(+!2&5(6()8!(+236&2!OL!
*+)*M1+(8H!15!)7&!V0SU!9&6&N)19!61HN4&G!*8!9&'&*4&2!38(+M!*+!*+)(8&+8&!
8)9*)&ML.!E,#'"$%&,-&/1(>*/$%&"(#',$"$3,>5!&(,!<#";<B#!CE???D.!

#<! Z*&67,!I.!Q!/*+[&9,!J.!T34)39(+M!7(NN16*HN*4!+&391+8.!?$3#'(&2',3,/,%.!!,!
E@?=;E@$",!21(>$?.$?<BA+N91).E??=.<"=!CE??=D.!

#@! X9&(O(867,!I.,!I**45&42,!I.!Q!K1H*+6*[,!X.!J41O*44L!1N)(H*4!8)()67(+M!15!)(4&2!<S!
H(691861N(6!(H*M&!*6g3(8()(1+8.!:*,*"-,'>$3*/.!&#,!$@=<;$@=",!
21(>$?.$?:<AO(1(+519H*)(68AO)N$B@!CE??:D.!

#"! %(,!j.&(3&$%9!U!8L+)*G(+!$,!J*4N7*C1D,!*+2!V;)LN&!6*46(3H!67*++&4!61HN4&G!*)!*!
N9&8L+*N)(6!+&9'&!)&9H(+*4>!*+*4L8(8!OL!g3*+)()*)('&!(HH3+161416*4(c*)(1+.!
D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&"(#',./*("/(&J&31(&,--*/*$%&A,#'"$%&,-&31(&6,/*(35&-,'&?(#',./*("/(!
&',!@?#?;@?B$,!21(>$?.$"E<A\V^f]hIT-.?<@=;?@.E??@!CE??@D.!

#=! /14)&,!I.!Q!T192&4(&9&8,!a.!X.!U!M3(2&2!)139!(+)1!83O6&4434*9!61416*4(c*)(1+!
*+*4L8(8!(+!4(M7)!H(691861NL.!E,#'"$%&,-&>*/',./,25!&&',!E$<;E<E,!
21(>$?.$$$$AW.$<=";EB$B.E??=.?$#?=.G!CE??=D.!

##! T18)&8,!I.!Y.&(3&$%9!U3)1H*)(6!*+2!g3*+)()*)('&!H&*839&H&+)!15!N91)&(+;
N91)&(+!61416*4(c*)(1+!(+!4('&!6&448.!:*,215.*/$%&A,#'"$%!$),!<::<;@??<,!
21(>$?.$"E:AO(1N7L8W.$?<.?<B@EE!CE??@D.!

#B! %(+2,!S.,!a9*+[&+,!I.,!Z*NN4&9,!\.,!\*+[1b8[(,!\.!Q!I67(44(+M,!Z.!T7*9*6)&9(c*)(1+!
15!)7&!+&391+*4!H*9[&9!V&3V!*8!*!H34)(N4L!N718N719L4*)&2!*+)(M&+!b()7!
2(869&)&!83O6&4434*9!416*4(c*)(1+.!E,#'"$%&,-&"(#',./*("/(&'(.($'/1!*%,!E:";
<?E,!21(>$?.$??EAW+9.E?<"@!CE??"D.!

#:! 0*3+139L,!].,!S*3H*8;S3N19),!T.,!a1+)*(+&,!T.!Q!Y&29&++&,!T.!f4)9*8)936)39*4!
416*4(c*)(1+!15!M4(*4!5(O9(44*9L!*6(2(6!N91)&(+!CJaUXD!(+!73H*+!M4(1H*!634)39&!
OL!(HH3+1N&91G(2*8&!H&)712.!:'$*"&'(.($'/1!!*(,!<:E;<:B!C$:#:D.!

B?! /(+2&9,!%.!-.,!a9*+[539)&9,!U.!Q!]&O73+,!%.!-.!S(55&9&+)(*4!416*4(c*)(1+!15!0UX;E!
*+2!)*3!(+!H*HH*4(*+!+&391+8!(+!8()3.!!""$%.&,-&31(&?(+&N,'O&!/$8(>5&,-&
6/*("/(.!')),!$@";$==!C$:B=D.!

B$! P3+),!T.!U.,!I67&+[&9,!%.!\.!Q!Z&++&2L,!0.!/.!XIS;:"!(8!*8816(*)&2!b()7!)7&!
N18)8L+*N)(6!2&+8()L!*+2!+1)!b()7!)7&!N9&8L+*N)(6!H&HO9*+&!*)!519&O9*(+!



! =<!

8L+*N8&8.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&"(#',./*("/(&J&31(&,--*/*$%&A,#'"$%&,-&31(&6,/*(35&-,'&
?(#',./*("/(!!),!$<B?;$<BB!C$::=D.!

BE! F(&2&+H*++,!/.!Q!a9*+[&,!F.!F.!-2&+)(5(6*)(1+!*+2!416*4(c*)(1+!15!
8L+*N)1N7L8(+,!*+!(+)&M9*4!H&HO9*+&!M4L61N91)&(+!15!09!<B,???!
67*9*6)&9(8)(6!15!N9&8L+*N)(6!'&8(64&8.!=(%%!'!,!$?$#;$?EB!C$:B"D.!

B<! \J,!0.!T.!U!V&b!S(88&6)(1+!871b(+M!)7&!-+)&9+*4!J9188!U+*)1HL!15!)7&!
P(NN16*HN38!H*W19.!E,#'"$%&,-&$"$3,>5&$"8&215.*,%,<5!"",!#=;B$!C$B:BD.!

B@! I*HN&291,!0.!V.,!/388(+&*3,!T.!0.!Q!T1)H*+,!T.!F.!X18)8L+*N)(6!2&+8()L!
*+)(M&+8>!N9&N*9*)(1+!*+2!67*9*6)&9(c*)(1+!15!*+!*+)(8&93H!*M*(+8)!
N18)8L+*N)(6!2&+8()(&8.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&/(%%&H*,%,<5!%(,!=#";=B=!C$:B$D.!

B"! '1+!F&2&4,!].!\.,!T*9481+,!I.!I.!Q!Z&44L,!].!/.!K9*+85&9!15!8L+*N)(6!'&8(64&!
*+)(M&+8!)1!)7&!N9&8L+*N)(6!N4*8H*!H&HO9*+&!239(+M!&G16L)18(8.!0',/((8*"<.&
,-&31(&?$3*,"$%&!/$8(>5&,-&6/*("/(.&,-&31(&G"*3(8&63$3(.&,-&!>('*/$!*$,!$?$@;
$?$B!C$:B$D.!

B=! T3(;F*+M,!K.&(3&$%9!%16*4!c1+&8!15!&+21N4*8H(6!9&)(6343H!61HN4&G()L!61+5(+&!
6*9M1!(+!+&391+*4!2&+29()&8.!=(%%!!'$,!<?:;<E$,!
21(>$?.$?$=AW.6&44.E?$$.$$.?"=!CE?$ED.!

B#! T192&4(&9&8,!a.!X.!\UT1X!'E.?k>!(HN91'(+M!)7&!38&9!&GN&9(&+6&!b()7!61;
416*4(c*)(1+!8)32(&8.!@"3('-$/(&$#@;$B$!CE??BD.!

BB! P*L*87(,!K.!Q!I3,!K.!X.!-+)9*6&4434*9!2L+*H(68!15!8(MH*;$!9&6&N)198!C8(MH*C$D!
O(+2(+M!8()&8D!(+!VJ$?B;$"!6&448.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5&$"8&
(F2('*>("3$%&31('$2(#3*/.!"(),!#E=;#<<,!21(>$?.$$E@AWN&).$?<.?"$E:E!
CE??<D.!

B:! 0*'4L3)1',!K.!U.!Q!]3171,!U.!^.!%(M*+2;2&N&+2&+)!416*4(c*)(1+!*+2!
(+)9*6&4434*9!8)*O(4()L!15!8(MH*;$!9&6&N)198!(+!TPh;Z$!6&448.!E,#'"$%&,-&
>,%(/#%$'&.*<"$%*"<!&,!B,!21(>$?.$$B=A$#"?;E$B#;E;B!CE??#D.!

:?! /&(g3&,!\.!T.&(3&$%9!IL+*N8&;8N&6(5(6!9&M34*)(1+!15!U0XU!9&6&N)19!53+6)(1+!OL!
XIS;:".!0',/((8*"<.&,-&31(&?$3*,"$%&!/$8(>5&,-&6/*("/(.&,-&31(&G"*3(8&63$3(.&
,-&!>('*/$!!(",!$:"<";$:"@?,!21(>$?.$?#<AN+*8.?=?B@:E$?<!CE??=D.!

:$! Z7*++*,!].,!%(,!j.,!I3+,!%.,!T144(+8,!K.!\.!Q!I)*+4&L,!^.!a.!V!)LN&!T*Ee!67*++&48!
*+2!]-0!86*55142!N91)&(+!61'*9L!*)!)7&!N9&8L+*N)(6!)9*+8H())&9!9&4&*8&!5*6&!
O3)!*9&!61HN1+&+)8!15!(+2&N&+2&+)!N91)&(+!61HN4&G&8.!?(#',./*("/(!!'(,!
$E?$;$E?B,!21(>$?.$?$=AW.+&39186(&+6&.E??=.?@.?"<!CE??=D.!

:E! h881b8[*,!Z.!S(8)39O*+6&8!(+!+&391)9*+8H(88(1+!N916&88&8!(+!*M(+M!*+2!*M&;
9&4*)&2!2(8&*8&8.!0,%*.1&A,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5!'#,!$?:;$<$!C$::<D.!

:<! Y(2*4,!T.!V(61)(+(6!N1)&+)(*)(1+!15!M43)*H*)&9M(6!8L+*N8&8!(+!)7&!N9&591+)*4!
619)&G>!V&b!(+8(M7)!(+)1!)7&!*+*4L8(8!15!)7&!914&!15!+(61)(+(6!9&6&N)198!(+!
61M+()('&!53+6)(1+8.!C'#<&C()(%,2>("3&4(.($'/1!"!,!$E?;$E=,!
21(>$?.$??EA229.@<?<$?E?=!C$::@D.!

:@! 0*39(6&,!K.!Q!X9('*),!U.!IU@"?<,!*!+1'&4!61M+()('&!&+7*+6&9!b()7!8(MH*$!
9&6&N)19!*M1+(8)!N91N&9)(&8,!5*6(4()*)&8!V0SU!9&6&N)19;2&N&+2&+)!4&*9+(+M!(+!
H(6&.!B#',2($"&A,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5!"&$,!:;$B!C$::#D.!

:"! 0*)83+1,!Z.,!I&+2*,!K.,!0*)83+*M*,!Z.!Q!0()*,!I.!UH&4(19*)(+M!&55&6)8!15!8(MH*!
9&6&N)19!4(M*+28!1+!)7&!(HN*(9H&+)!15!N*88('&!*'1(2*+6&!)*8[8!(+!H(6&>!
(+'14'&H&+)!(+!)7&!6&+)9*4!*6&)L46714(+&9M(6!8L8)&H.!B#',2($"&A,#'"$%&,-&
21$'>$/,%,<5!&)!,!@<;"$!C$::@D.!



! =@!

:=! T3HH(+M8,!\.!%.!U4c7&(H&9l8!2(8&*8&.!D1(&?(+&B"<%$"8&A,#'"$%&,-&>(8*/*"(!
"#!,!"=;=#,!21(>$?.$?"=AV^\09*?@?EE<!CE??@D.!

:#! -87([*b*,!0.!Q!P*87(H1)1,!Z.!K7&!914&!15!8(MH*;$!9&6&N)198!(+!)7&!
N*)71N7L8(141ML!15!+&391N8L67(*)9(6!2(8&*8&8.!E,#'"$%&,-&4(/(23,';&7*<$"8&
$"8&=1$""(%&4(.($'/1!",!E";<=!CE?$?D.!

:B! 0&3+(&9,!\.,!-&+(,!\.!Q!0*39(6&,!K.!K7&!*+)(;*H+&8(6!*+2!+&391N91)&6)('&!&55&6)8!
15!21+&N&c(4!*M*(+8)!*HL41(2!O&)*E";<"!N&N)(2&;(+236&2!)1G(6()L!(+!H(6&!
(+'14'&!*+!(+)&9*6)(1+!b()7!)7&!8(MH*$!9&6&N)19.!:'*3*.1&A,#'"$%&,-&
21$'>$/,%,<5!!'%,!::B;$?$E,!21(>$?.$?<BA8W.OWN.?#?=:E#!CE??=D.!

::! \*+8&+,!Z.!%.,!a*344,!].!%.,!I)19&L,!X.!Q!%&84(&,!].!U.!%188!15!8(MH*!O(+2(+M!8()&8!(+!
)7&!TU$!*9&*!15!)7&!*+)&9(19!7(NN16*HN38!(+!U4c7&(H&9l8!2(8&*8&!6199&4*)&8!
b()7!TU$!NL9*H(2*4!6&44!4188.!:'$*"&'(.($'/1!)&",!E::;<?E!C$::<D.!

$??! X*4367*,!U.!Q!X(46,!U.!K7&!(+'14'&H&+)!15!M43)*H*)&!(+!)7&!N*)71N7L8(141ML!15!
2&N9&88(1+.!C'#<&"(+.&M&2('.2(/3*)(.!!$,!E=E;E=B,!
21(>$?.$<"BA2+N.E??".$B.@.:?B==$!CE??"D.!

$?$! V1b*[,!J.,!h92b*L,!J.!U.!Q!X*34,!-.!U.!U4)&9*)(1+8!(+!)7&!V;H&)7L4;S;*8N*9)*)&!
CV0SUD!9&6&N)19!61HN4&G!(+!)7&!591+)*4!619)&G!15!83(6(2&!'(6)(H8.!:'$*"&
'(.($'/1!)*#,!$"#;$=@!C$::"D.!

$?E! 0&41+(,!S.&(3&$%9!S(c16(4N(+&!*+)*M1+(c&8!)7&!&55&6)!15!6791+(6!(H(N9*H(+&!1+!
4&*9+&2!7&4N4&88+&88!(+!9*)8.!01$'>$/,%,<5;&H*,/1(>*.3'5;&$"8&H(1$)*,'!'),!
@E<;@E=!C$::<D.!

$?<! Z&44L,!\.!X.,!F9L++,!U.!I.!Q!%&1+*92,!/.!^.!K7&!145*6)19L!O34O&6)1H(c&2!9*)!*8!*!
H12&4!15!2&N9&88(1+>!*+!3N2*)&.!01$'>$/,%,<5&M&31('$2(#3*/.!*',!E::;<$=!
C$::#D.!

$?@! F*+M,!S.&(3&$%9!]14&!15!V;H&)7L4;S;*8N*9)*)&!9&6&N)198!(+!*+)(2&N9&88*+);4([&!
&55&6)8!15!8(MH*!$!9&6&N)19!*M1+(8)!$;C<,@;2(H&)71GLN7&+&)7L4D;@;C<;
N7&+L4N91NL4DN(N&9*c(+&!2(7L29167419(2&!CIU;@"?<D!(+!145*6)19L!
O34O&6)1H(c&2!9*)8.!D1(&E,#'"$%&,-&21$'>$/,%,<5&$"8&(F2('*>("3$%&
31('$2(#3*/.!"&&,!$<?";$<$@,!21(>$?.$$E@AWN&).$?#.$E@=B"!CE??#D.!

$?"! ]1b4*+2,!%.!X.!Q!I7+&(2&9,!V.!U.!UHL1)91N7(6!4*)&9*4!864&918(8.!D1(&?(+&
B"<%$"8&A,#'"$%&,-&>(8*/*"(!"'',!$=BB;$#??,!
21(>$?.$?"=AV^\0E??$?"<$<@@EE?#!CE??$D.!

$?=! U4;I*(5,!U.,!U4;017*++*,!a.!Q!/174&M*,!I.!U!H3)*)(1+!(+!8(MH*;$!9&6&N)19!
6*38&8!W3'&+(4&!*HL1)91N7(6!4*)&9*4!864&918(8.!!""$%.&,-&"(#',%,<5!*(,!:$<;
:$:,!21(>$?.$??EA*+*.EE"<@!CE?$$D.!

$?#! T1O18,!^.!\.,!^+)9&+*,!\.!0.,!V(&)1,!a.!].,!T&+2*+,!T.!0.!Q!S&4!X1c1,!^.!
X7*9H*6141ML!*+2!)7&9*N&3)(6!N1)&+)(*4!15!8(MH*C$D!9&6&N)19!4(M*+28.!
=#''("3&"(#',21$'>$/,%,<5!),!<@@;<==,!21(>$?.E$#@A$"#?$":?B#B#<B=$$<!
CE??BD.!
!
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